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  1.     Introduction 

 Despite the pressing need to accelerate the development of 
novel, low-pollution energy technologies, these usually face 
increased time-to-market because of extensive experimentation 
required to identify optimal processing conditions. Processing 
simulation tools may disrupt this status quo by predicting 
material performance as a function of readily tunable inputs, 
such as material purity, processing time-temperature profi les, 
and ambient annealing conditions. However, the application of 

 Material defects govern the performance of a wide range of energy conversion 
and storage devices, including photovoltaics, thermoelectrics, and batteries. 
The success of large-scale, cost-effective manufacturing hinges upon rigorous 
material optimization to mitigate deleterious defects. Material processing 
simulations have the potential to accelerate novel energy technology develop-
ment by modeling defect-evolution thermodynamics and kinetics during pro-
cessing of raw materials into devices. Here, a predictive process optimization 
framework is presented for rapid material and process development. A solar 
cell simulation tool that models defect kinetics during processing is coupled 
with a genetic algorithm to optimize processing conditions in silico. Experi-
mental samples processed according to conditions suggested by the opti-
mization show signifi cant improvements in material performance, indicated 
by minority carrier lifetime gains, and confi rm the simulated directions for 
process improvement. This material optimization framework demonstrates 
the potential for process simulation to leverage fundamental defect charac-
terization and high-throughput computing to accelerate the pace of learning 
in materials processing for energy applications. 
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process simulation tools to energy tech-
nologies is lacking in contrast to better 
developed device simulation tools, which 
predict device performance given archi-
tecture and materials. Improved pro-
cess simulation tools can bridge the gap 
between device simulation and manufac-
turing research and development (R&D), 
focusing precious resources toward tar-
geted, higher-yield experiments, and accel-
erating the cycle of learning. 

 Incorporating these ideas, we present 
an energy material development paradigm 
in  Figure    1  , emphasizing the critical inter-
play of material properties, processing 
conditions, and device performance while 
highlighting the opportunity for predic-
tive simulation as a faster route for opti-
mized material processing. To maximize 
device performance, predictive process 
and device simulations can be driven by 
an optimization routine. In this contri-
bution, we show the effectiveness of this 

approach by coupling a proven silicon solar cell process simula-
tion tool [ 1 ]  with a genetic algorithm (GA). [ 2 ]  Process conditions 
are iteratively optimized to minimize the detrimental impact of 
metal impurity defects in crystalline silicon-based photovoltaic 
devices and thereby improve performance. Outputs of the solar 
cell process simulation include defect distribution and bulk 
minority carrier lifetime, where the latter serves as impor-
tant metric for quality control in large-scale manufacturing [ 3,4 ]  
and has been shown by simulations and experiments to be a 
good predictor of fi nal device performance. [ 5–9 ]  The resulting 
guidelines for material improvement indicated by the in silico 
optimization of processing conditions are confi rmed by experi-
ment. While demonstrated with a silicon photovoltaics process 
model, the framework presented here for predictive optimiza-
tion of material processing is generalizable for a broad range 
of energy conversion materials where the goal is to maximize 
performance over a wide range of input materials.  

 The behavior of nanoscale defects in bulk silicon have been 
elucidated by a long history of fundamental experimental 
and theoretical studies. Metal impurities, [ 10–17 ]  grain bounda-
ries, [ 18–20 ]  and dislocations [ 21,22 ]  have been identifi ed as the 
principal performance-limiting defects in multicrystalline 
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silicon solar cells and have been investigated extensively both 
in the as-grown wafer and after solar cell processing. In par-
ticular, iron has been the subject of years of detailed micro-
structural investigations into its point defect [ 23–26 ]  and overall 
behavior in silicon, [ 27–29 ]  which yield insight into both the 
governing kinetics and thermodynamics during solar-cell 
processing. [ 11,30 ]  

 We focus on iron here as it remains among the most 
common and deleterious impurity species affecting the perfor-
mance of crystalline silicon solar cells. [ 31–33 ]  The dependence of 
solar cell performance on iron contamination is complex, as the 
precise chemical state of iron determines its electronic impact 
on solar-cell performance. A high concentration of intersti-
tially-dissolved iron (Fe i ) is especially detrimental to bulk elec-
tronic performance, whereas second-phase nanoprecipitates 
of iron-silicide generally have a smaller direct impact. [ 34,35 ]  
Iron can easily transition between dissolved and precipitated 
states at typical temperatures during solar-cell device fabrica-
tion (up to 1000 °C), given the weak binding energy of indi-
vidual iron atoms to FeSi 2  second-phase precipitates. [ 36–40 ]  The 
governing reactions, described by coupled non-linear equations 
with Arrhenius-relationship kinetics, are suffi ciently complex 
to render processing outputs diffi cult to predict by intuition 
alone.  

  2.      Simulation of Defect Kinetics during Silicon 
Solar Cell Processing 

 The evolution of defects during the processing of a wafer into a 
solar cell can be described by a set of coupled partial differential 
equations (PDEs) governing point defect diffusion, segregation 
to internal or external gettering sites, and precipitate nuclea-
tion, growth, or dissolution. Several generations of process sim-
ulation tools focused on modeling iron have been developed as 
the knowledge of structural and electrical defect behavior and 
interactions [ 41–44 ]  has increased. The models include the imple-
mentations of Ham's law [ 45–47 ]  or a Fokker-Planck formulation 

for precipitation, [ 48,49 ]  simple effective cap-
ture cross sections for carrier recombina-
tion at precipitates [ 50,51 ]  or Schottky effect 
models, [ 52,53 ]  improved semi-empirical seg-
regation coeffi cients to gettering layers, [ 43,54 ]  
and models for the growth and chemistry of 
the gettering layer itself. [ 55 ]  

 Here, we use the Impurity-to-Effi ciency 
(I2E) simulation tool, [ 47a ]    which models the 
essential physics of iron in silicon solar 
cells in one spatial dimension using Ham's 
law and maintains a simulation time on the 
order of 1 min. The I2E simulation tool is 
freely accessible [ 47 b]    and has been experi-
mentally validated. [ 56–59 ]  Other process opti-
mization tools [ 46,48,49,60 ]  could potentially 
be employed in lieu of I2E, provided they 
have a suitable execution time to allow for 
reasonable throughput of the optimization 
routine. 

 With the help of the I2E tool one can 
simulate material evolution throughout nearly the entire solar-
cell device fabrication process, from junction formation to 
contact metallization fi ring. [ 1,61–63 ]  In this study, we focus on 
the process step with the largest potential for iron redistribu-
tion: phosphorus diffusion gettering, the process step with the 
largest thermal budget after crystallization. The primary pur-
pose of phosphorus diffusion is forming the n + -type region 
of the n + -p  junction, but this phosphorus-rich region simul-
taneously acts as an external gettering layer for many metal 
impurities, including iron. [ 36,38,64,65 ]  The I2E tool simulates 
external gettering of iron to the phosphorus-rich n + -type layer, 
FeSi 2  precipitate dissolution and growth, and interstitial iron 
diffusion. [ 47 ]  

 As inputs to the process simulation, we require the time-
temperature profi le during the phosphorus diffusion process 
(variables for later optimization), and the initial iron impurity 
concentration and distribution, which can be inferred by a com-
bination of analytical techniques. [ 31,66,67 ]  As outputs, the process 
simulation computes the fi nal average size of FeSi 2  precipi-
tates and the local concentration of Fe i  as a function of depth 
within the wafer. This bulk defect distribution determines the 
electronic quality of the silicon wafer, captured by a parameter 
known as the bulk minority-carrier lifetime (i.e., the electron 
lifetime in p-type base material considered throughout this 
work). [ 32,47,68,69 ]  

 From the minority-carrier lifetime distribution, solar-cell 
device effi ciency can be predicted by solving coupled optics and 
carrier-transport equations. Several simulation packages are 
commercially or freely available for this purpose, [ 6 ]  including 
Sentaurus Device, [ 8 ]  Silvaco Atlas, [ 70 ]  SCAPS, [ 71 ]  PC1D, [ 5,72 ]  and 
PC2D. [ 9 ]  The detailed functional dependence of cell effi ciency 
on minority-carrier lifetime is governed by the specifi c cell 
design, but invariably, effi ciency increases monotonically (typi-
cally, logarithmically) with bulk minority-carrier lifetime. [ 33 ]  
Hence, bulk lifetime can be considered a proxy for cell per-
formance. Consequently, the experimental work presented 
herein is exclusively focused on the process simulation route to 
improve bulk minority-carrier lifetime.  
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 Figure 1.    Framework for simulation-guided optimization of processing for renewable energy 
materials. Leveraging detailed knowledge of material properties and defect behavior from the 
literature, process simulation can be performed within a genetic algorithm to identify optimum 
solar-cell processing conditions within user-specifi ed boundary conditions. The result of such 
process optimization by simulation can be streamlined experimentation and accelerated 
development.
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  3.     Applying a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to Material 
Process Optimization 

 To identify an optimal solar-cell manufacturing process for 
a given input material purity, we use the GA to explore phos-
phorus diffusion processing conditions. As a form of evo-
lutionary optimization, the genetic algorithm begins with a 
population of “individuals,” each consisting of a set of decision 
variables. The decision variables are the processing conditions 
we are attempting to optimize. In our case, the decision vari-
ables are the temperatures for each time interval in the process, 
and an individual is the complete time-temperature profi le of 
the phosphorus diffusion process. 

 The algorithm is initialized with randomly selected tempera-
tures to make up the individuals that form the fi rst generation. 
For each individual, the algorithm calculates the “evolutionary 
fi tness,” the parameter that will be maximized in a single-
objective optimization. Here, the fi tness is the minority-carrier 
lifetime resulting from an I2E simulation of the time-temper-
ature profi le defi ning the individual. After the fi tness of each 
individual in the population is calculated, fi t individuals, i.e., 
time-temperature profi les that resulted in high lifetimes, are 
recombined to form the next generation. Random mutations 
are injected to promote convergence to global rather than local 
optima. Over generations, the population of individuals can 
thus drift toward optimal values (though global optima cannot 
be guaranteed). The operation of the algorithm is shown sche-
matically in Figure S1 (in Supporting Information). The genetic 
algorithm employed executes in C++ from the MATLAB com-
mand line. [ 73 ]  Details on the GA parameters used and the I2E 
simulation can also be found in the Supporting Information. 

 Given technical and economic limitations typical of high-
throughput solar cell manufacture, we examine a phosphorus dif-
fusion parameter space with a temperature range of 700–900 °C 
and a maximum annealing time of 45 min. We begin with an 
optimization of hypothetical silicon wafers contaminated with 
iron at 10 parts per billion atomic (10 ppba, 5 × 10 14  cm −3 ), a 
concentration regularly found in border areas of cast multicrys-
talline silicon ingots. [ 35,74 ]  This relatively high iron concentra-
tion leads to poorly performing cells when a standard manufac-
turing process is applied. [ 75,76 ]  We assume an initial interstitial 
iron concentration of 10 12  cm −3 , with the remaining iron uni-
formly distributed at precipitates 35 nm in radius. [ 34 ]  Precipitate 
nucleation during processing is not included in the model. We 
search for an improved process using the I2E simulation cou-
pled with the GA. 

 The 45 min high-temperature phosphorus diffusion pro-
cess is divided into 15 consecutive 3-min intervals, and the 
temperature of each of those intervals is used as a decision 
variable in the genetic algorithm. Ten minutes of exponen-
tial free-cooling to room temperature is added at the end of 
each process with a cooling time constant of 6 min. As a fi rst 
approximation, no constraints were imposed requiring fi nite 
ramping times, e.g., the temperature could be 700 °C for one 
interval followed immediately by 900 °C the next interval. Con-
stant temperatures at each time interval speed the solution of 
the coupled partial differential equations, as many kinetic prop-
erties are strong functions of temperature. Typical simulation 
time for a single individual was 2 min. An initial population of 

60 time–temperature profi les was generated randomly, and the 
algorithm was stopped after 50 generations. Without parallel 
processing, the 3000-simulation run takes a total of roughly 
four days of computational time on a standard PC purchased in 
2008 (2× 2.66 GHz Intel Xeon processors, 10 GB RAM).  

  4.     Process Optimization Results 

 The median and interquartile range of minority-carrier life-
times resulting from simulation of the population of time-
temperature profi les is shown in  Figure    2   for each of the 50 
generations for two different initializations of the algorithm. As 
can be seen, by the end of 50 generations, the median popu-
lation lifetime is greatly improved, from about 15 µs after the 
random start to 45 µs, and has stabilized at the same value 
in both instances, with very little variation in the population 
around it.  

 Another visualization of the 3000 simulation results, charac-
teristic of a single run of the genetic algorithm, is achieved by 
sorting the resulting lifetimes from lowest to highest without 
regard to which generation they were from, and plotting every 
30th time–temperature profi le, as shown in  Figure    3  . The life-
time corresponding to each profi le is shown in color, with light 
colors corresponding to poor lifetime, and dark colors corre-
sponding to the best lifetimes.  

 The best profi les are those that remain at 900 °C before 
cooling toward the very end of the profi le. The plateau tem-
perature is pushed to the limit at 900 °C, maximizing the dis-
solution of precipitated iron. [ 77 ]  No benefi t is seen to loading 
at, or ramping up from lower temperatures. Cooling steps 
toward the end of the profi le are important, though, as we see 
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 Figure 2.    Lifetime distribution over 50 generations of genetic algorithm 
optimization. The evolution of the median lifetime of the population over 
the course of the optimization is shown for two instantiations of the 
genetic algorithm. After random starts that result in a lifetime of 15 µs in 
both cases, the optimization algorithm converges over 50 generations to 
the same fi nal lifetime of 45 µs, with little fi nal variation in the population. 
Circles indicate the median and the bars the interquartile range. Crosses 
show the minimum and maximum lifetime individual in each generation. 
Initial total Fe concentration in the wafer was taken to be 10 ppba.
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the algorithm produces the best results when the penultimate 
interval is around 750 °C and the last step is at 700 °C. This 
is consistent with experimental fi ndings showing that a slow 
cool-down or low-temperature anneal after the high-tempera-
ture plateau leads to lifetime improvements due to the reduc-
tion of interstitial iron. [ 39,75 ]  Interactions during downstream 
processes, such as metallization fi ring, can also affect the iron 
distribution, due to the thermal profi le [ 62,78 ]  and in part due to 
hydrogenation, [ 79 ]  but changes are generally small compared to 
those during phosphorus diffusion. 

 After searching widely across the time–temperature param-
eter space of phosphorus diffusion with 15 degrees of freedom, 
the unconstrained genetic algorithm optimization suggests a 
design approach involving the following principles: Moving to 
high temperature to dissolve and getter precipitated iron, fol-
lowed by a controlled cooldown to reduce the interstitial iron 
concentration. 

 These guidelines were applied in the processing of heavily 
iron-contaminated multicrystalline samples, containing more 
than 20 ppba. [ 77 ]  The spatially resolved minority carrier lifetime 
after gettering was evaluated for samples from adjacent ingot 
heights and thus sharing the same crystal defect structure by 
microwave photoconductive decay with iodine ethanol sur-
face passivation. The resulting harmonic root mean minority 
carrier lifetime,  τ  av , a strong predictor of cell effi ciency, [ 80–82 ]  and 

calculated as N ii

1

av

1 1
τ τ

= ∑ , from spatially-resolved  τ  i , is shown 

for a typical baseline 820 °C phosphorus diffusion to the left 
in  Figure    4  . The average lifetime increases signifi cantly after 
higher-temperature processing at 920 °C. Further signifi cant 
lifetime improvements are seen when a higher-temperature 
step at 920 °C is followed by a low-temperature anneal at 600 °C. 
The higher-temperature gettering step has been shown to 

dissolve a greater fraction of precipitated iron than the lower-
temperature 820 °C step. [ 77 ]  Adding a low-temperature step 
drives this dissolved iron to segregate to the emitter, producing 
signifi cantly better material performance. [ 39,75 ]  The average 
lifetime after the higher-temperature steps is now limited by 
high structural defect density, [ 83 ]  where phosphorus diffusion is 
known to be relatively ineffective. [ 84,85 ]   

 To quantify the contributions of the high- and low-tem-
perature components of the diffusion profi le to the lifetime 
improvement seen in the GA process optimization results and 
the experimental samples, we simulate a sensitivity analysis of 
the time-temperature process variables. Six variables that defi ne 
the time-temperature parameter space are chosen for investiga-
tion: the temperature at which the samples are loaded into the 
furnace (Load Temperature), the rate at which they are heated 
to process temperature (Heating Rate), the temperature of the 
diffusion step (Plateau Temperature) and its duration (Plateau 
Time), the cooling rate down from the process temperature 
(Cooling Rate), and the temperature to which the samples are 
cooled within the furnace before being unloaded (Unload Tem-
perature). To understand the relative impacts of each of these 
variables, a one-factor-at-a-time approach is taken where each 
variable is perturbed around a base case to high and low values. 
The range of each variable is chosen so that any change in a 
variable is equivalent to a 15 min deviation in total process time 
with respect to the base case. In this way, the various time-tem-
perature profi le variables can be compared on an equal basis 
with respect to their impact on throughput. The base case and 
the high and low values of each variable tested are shown in 
 Table    1  .  

 As a fundamental indicator of sensitivity to each process var-
iable, the concentration of Fe i  after gettering is plotted for each 
case in  Figure    5  , simulated using the same initial iron distribution 
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 Figure 3.    Resulting heat map of the time-temperature parameter space. A 
heat map of the phosphorus diffusion parameter space indicates the best 
profi les (dark lines) are those that run at maximum temperature before 
cooling to the lowest possible temperature at the end of the process. The 
heat map is produced by sorting the 3000 individual simulations run by 
the genetic algorithm according to fi nal lifetime and plotting every 30th 
individual. The genetic algorithm has effectively mapped the entirety of 
the phosphorus diffusion parameter space.

 Figure 4.    Experimental values of the harmonic root mean lifetime, a 
strong predictor of cell effi ciency, are shown after standard gettering at 
820 °C, a higher temperature gettering at 920 °C, and a high-low process 
at 920 °C + 600 °C. Higher-temperature gettering, particularly when com-
bined with subsequent lower temperature processing, greatly improves 
performance as predicted by the genetic algorithm optimization. Initial 
total iron concentration in the wafer was ≈20 ppba.
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as that used in the GA. Minority carrier lifetime, which scales 
inversely with [Fe i ], is shown on the right axis. The base case 
profi le results in a fi nal [Fe i ] just less than 8 × 10 10  Fe cm −3 . 
The process variables are arranged from left to right in order 
of decreasing impact on outcome. Reducing the unload tem-
perature leads to the most signifi cant reduction in interstitial 
iron to below 4 × 10 10  cm −3 . Increasing the plateau tempera-
ture, increasing the plateau time, and decreasing the cooling 
rate also lead to modest reductions in fi nal interstitial iron 
concentration. Conversely, a higher unload temperature signifi -
cantly increases interstitial iron concentration at the end of the 
process, more than doubling it. The heating rate and the load 
temperature have very little impact. The process modifi cations 
that lead to the lowest fi nal interstitial iron concentration, low 
unload temperature and high plateau temperature, agree well 
with the design principles that result in high lifetime deduced 
from the genetic algorithm (Figure  3 ).  

 To evaluate the results of the sensitivity analysis, the effects 
of the unload temperature, plateau time, and load temperature 
(predicted to span a range of sensitivity from large to small) 

are tested in an additional experiment on two materials of dif-
ferent contamination level: heavily contaminated multicrys-
talline silicon (mc-Si) (20 ppba initial [Fe]) and higher purity 
single-crystal (sc-Si) Czochralski silicon (1 ppba initial [Fe]). 
The detailed experimental results and simulations thereof are 
shown in the Supporting Information. All trends of the experi-
ment match the results from I2E process simulation. Absolute 
values show some discrepancy with the experimental data in a 
few cases, particularly for slow-cooled low-iron wafers, and are 
discussed in the SOM and elsewhere. [ 86 ]  Of the unload temper-
ature, plateau time, and load temperature, the most signifi cant 
benefi ts come from slow-cooling and, for the low-iron material, 
extending the plateau time. The agreement in trends between 
the experimental and simulated results provides a high degree 
of confi dence in generalizing these results across silicon solar 
cell materials.  

  5.     Strategies for Overcoming Iron Degradation 

 To summarize ,  the high temperature portion of the phosphorus 
diffusion process is critical to dissolving and removing precipi-
tated iron in low-cost contaminated silicon wafers, leading to 
the highest lifetimes in the GA and experiments (Figure  3,4 ). 
Moving to higher phosphorus diffusion gettering temperatures 
has been shown to successfully improve lifetimes in heavily-
contaminated materials. [ 77,87–89 ]  An unconstrained optimization 
of the phosphorus diffusion parameter space by the genetic 
algorithm pushes the gettering temperature to its allowed 
maximum. But, a higher gettering temperature alone may not 
improve results, as it can leave a high interstitial iron concen-
tration if the cooldown from the process temperature happens 
too quickly. Instead, both simulations and experiments show 
that employing a slow-cooling step, even for relatively short 
durations, can dramatically lower the interstitial iron concen-
tration and should be employed when using higher gettering 
temperatures. 

 While simulations and experiments presented here focus on 
highly Fe-contaminated material, design guidelines have been 
tentatively extracted for low-Fe materials by analogous simu-
lation and experiment (see SOM). Industrial applications can 
also be constrained by the need to produce a high-performing 
emitter simultaneously with iron gettering, which requires a 
sheet resistance in the n-doped surface layer approaching or 
exceeding 100 Ω/sq. [ 90 ]  Such constraints can be accommodated 
in the optimization scheme presented here by applying appro-
priate penalties to the fi tness value for individuals that cause 
constraint violations.  

  6.     Conclusions 

 The framework presented herein, whereby a process simula-
tion tool (I2E) is coupled to an evolutionary optimization algo-
rithm, allows one to consider material processing tradeoffs and 
predict optimal processes, reducing expensive experimental 
efforts. For the example of silicon solar cells, the time–tem-
perature profi le of silicon solar cell processing can signifi cantly 
alter metal impurity point defect concentrations and precipitate 
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  Table 1.    Parameters in phosphorus diffusion time-temperature profi le 
sensitivity analysis. Each parameter was varied, one at a time, to a high 
or low value, while the other variables were kept at the base case. Each 
change in a variable corresponds to a 15 min change in total process 
time.  

Variable Low Value Base Case High Value

Load Temperature [°C] 700 750 800

Heating Rate [°C min –1 ] 2.2 3.3 7

Plateau Temperature [°C] 820 845 870

Plateau Time [min] 15 30 45

Cooling Rate [°C min –1 ] 2.2 3.33 7

Unload Temperature [°C] 700 750 800

 Figure 5.    Sensitivity of interstitial iron to process variables. The sensi-
tivity of the post-gettering interstitial iron concentration is plotted for a 
15 min deviation in total process time from a base case for six variables. 
Unload temperature, the temperature to which the samples are cooled 
before unloading, and the plateau temperature are seen to have the 
largest potential for reducing fi nal interstitial iron concentration. Initial 
total iron concentration in the wafer was taken to be 10 ppba.
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distributions, and ultimately, dramatically infl uence the minority-
carrier lifetime of the material. By relying on a simple set of 
equations to describe the most important components of diffu-
sion, segregation, and precipitation of iron during phosphorus 
diffusion, the I2E process simulation tool allows for large but 
relatively inexpensive in silico optimization experiments. Using 
the model in combination with a genetic algorithm, we explore 
the wide parameter space of phosphorus diffusion to tailor the 
diffusion process to the starting material quality to extract the 
full potential from each wafer. The optimization indicates a high-
temperature plateau followed by slow-cooling or a low-tempera-
ture step reduces the impact of iron impurities. 

 These design strategies indicated by the genetic algorithm 
optimization for processing wafers are confi rmed by experi-
ments and an additional sensitivity analysis of the time-tem-
perature process parameters. One-factor-at-a-time experiments 
guided by the simulation experimentally confi rm the impor-
tance of the plateau temperature and cooling profi le on deter-
mining the effi cacy of iron gettering and fi nal material perfor-
mance. Observed trends in the simulation and experimental 
data agree for both single- and multi-crystalline samples with 
over 20× variation in initial iron concentration. 

 This methodology focused on predictive optimization of 
material processing can in principle be extended to other mate-
rials systems relevant to emerging renewable energy technolo-
gies. In many cases, however, we lack suffi cient foundational 
knowledge of intrinsic and extrinsic point-defect solubility and 
diffusivity to construct an accurate model. For example, in 
thin-fi lm quaternary compounds for photovoltaics (e.g., copper 
zinc tin sulfi de), intrinsic point-defect reactions can be com-
plex. [ 91 ]  Thus, experimental efforts must focus on developing 
parameterizations of a material's performance-limiting defect 
kinetics to enable material process optimization by simulation. 
Then, evolutionary optimization of process conditions using 
process simulation can drive material and device improvement, 
potentially more rapidly than a traditional designed experiment 
strategy focused directly on fi nal performance.  

  7.     Experimental Section 
 To test the genetic algorithm predictions experimentally, adjacent 
wafers containing nearly-identical crystal structures were selected from 
90% ingot height of an intentionally iron-contaminated boron-doped 
cast multicrystalline ingot. The wafers contained a resulting total iron 
concentration of about ≈10 15  atoms/cm 3 , [ 76 ]  i.e., an iron content that can 
be found in the “red zone” border regions of industrial ingots. [ 35,74 ]  

 The as-grown wafers were saw damage etched in acid solution and 
passivated with iodine ethanol for lifetime characterization. As-grown 
average lifetimes measured by microwave photoconductive decay 
(µ-PCD, Semilab WT 2000) were below 1 µs. The iodine ethanol was 
washed away and several microns etched off to clean the near-surface 
prior to insertion into the POCl 3  diffusion furnace. Single-step diffusions 
were carried out at 820 °C and 920 °C, resulting in an emitter sheet 
resistance of 62.6 ± 1.6 and 10.6 ± 0.2 Ω/sq., respectively. The POCl 3  
deposition for the two-step process was carried out at 920 °C, followed 
by a cool down of several degrees per min to 600 °C with a 60 min hold 
at 600 °C (11.5 ± 0.1 Ω/sq.). After phosphorus diffusion, the emitter 
was etched off and the surfaces repassivated with iodine ethanol for the 
µ-PCD measurements shown in Figure  4 . 

 Details of the one-factor-at-a-time experiments and results can be 
found in the Supporting Information.  

  Supporting Information 
 Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.  
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